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The focus of the eleventh chapter of ~!Y~!~~' 
"Sirens," is less on plot and more on emotion--Bloom•s 
' 
emotion, that is. It is 4:00 p.m., the hour at which 
Boylan is to arrive at 7 Eccles Street to consummate his 
and Molly's adulterous affair. But we don't get a glimpse 
of that rendezvous; rather, we watch Bloom get through this 
particularly painful hour and see other characters, united 
with Bloom only in place, unknowingly enhance his (and our) 
perception of his sorrow and anxiety. Yet the characters 
and their songs are not t~e only ones playing up the drama 
of Bloom's situation. The narrative voice of "Sirens," 
which drastically differs from that of the first ten 
chapters, also works to further the reader's understanding 
of Bloom's mental and emotional state. This narrative 
voice is the same authority, or presence, that has inserted 
the commentative headlines into "Aeolus." David Hayman 
describes this "nameless creative persona [as] the 
•arranger' to designate a figure who can be identified 
neither with the author nor with his narrators, but who 
exercises an increasing degree of overt control over his 
increasingly challenging materials" (Hayman 7 O). "The 
arranger" is a particularly appropriate term for the 
narrative voice in "Sirens," where musical prose, musical 
' ' 




Bloom seeks comfort and distraction from his problems at 
the Ormond. Yet there, too, he seems only to be further 
reminded of his wife's infidelity. Similarly, Joyce 
distracts the reader with the complex artistry of his 
"musical," poetical style, which also manages to imitate, 
and dramatize, Bloom's dilemma. Joyce's words are not 
transparencies ~hroug!! which we see to 










Ul~se! is based loosely on Homer's Od~sey, in 
which the hero, Odysseus, sails about the Mediterranean 
trying to get back home after the Trojan War. He roams the 
wide world on his homeward journey after he has sacked the 
holy citadel of Troy. His wife, Penelope, remains at home 
on the Isle of Ithaca where she is wooed by scores of 
eligible bachelors who are convinced that Odysseus, now 
missing for years, is dead. She puts them off by promising 
to break her vow of chastity--but not until she finishes 
weaving a vast tapestry. Because she believes Odysseus is 
still alive, she keeps them waiting by weaving all day and 
tearing out her needlework at night. Meanwhile, in order 
to get home, Odysseus and crew must sail past the dangerous 
Isle of the Sirens. The Sirens (which means "song of 
en·thralment" [Gilbert 250]), female superhumans whose songs 
lure careless sailors toward their island, attempt to draw 
the sailors to their flowery meadows: "For with the music 
of their song the Sirens cast their spell upon men, as 
they sit there in a meadow piled high with the mouldering 
skeletons of men, whose withered skin still hangs upon 
their bones" (Homer 190). The crew avoid hearing the 
Sirens' songs by plugging their ears with wax. Odysseus 
wishes to hear their songs, however, and so he lashes 
himself to the mast of his ship: 
"'The lovely voices came to me across the 
water, and my heart was filled with such a 
longing to listen that with a nod and a frown 
I signed my men to set me free ••• But they 
tightened my bonds and added more. However, 
when they had rowed past the Sirens and we 
' .. ,. 
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could no longer hear their voices and the 
burden of their song, my good companions were 
quick to clear their ears of the wax I had 
used to stop them, and to free me from my 
shackles." (Homer 194) 
Bloom is Odysseus (or Ulysses), voyaging through the 
streets of Dublin. Molly, like Penelope, remains at home, 
tempted by a younger man. One irony of Joyce's modeling 
his novel on the plot of the OdY_!sey, of course, lies in 
the fact that Bloom purposely stays away from home to allow 
Molly's adultery to take place uninterrupted. Another is 
Joyce's raising his rather mediocre characters to the level 
of epic heroes by placing them in an "epic" plot framework 
(or reducing the epic heroes in the Odyssey to the status 
of "man" on the street"). Like the Q~SS!Y, UlY_!Se!_.iS 
episodic; the eleventh episode, "Sirens," is still another 
parody of Homer's Sirens episode. Joyce's sirens, 
obvious]y Miss Kennedy and Miss Douce, have absolutely no 
intention to lure Bloom. And Bloom, "hero" of Joyce's 
epic, is, perhaps, too cowardly to confront Boylan, Molly's 




episode and throughout this epic-novel--that i'-s, his main 
motivation to movement is simply evasion of his problems 
and avoidance of his wife. 
It is elementary to note that in "Sirens" plot is 
less important to Joyce than style. Not much action occurs 
in "Sirens," as compared to Bloom's movement through 
4 
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Dublin's streets in "Le~trygonians" or the d~nken revelry 
in -the brothel in "Circe." Rather, Joyce uses setting 
and, more importantly, style to portray the progression of 
Bloom's emotional turmoil, in contrast to the merrymaking 
of the Ormond musicians. 
"Sirens" takes place in and around the Ormond Bar. 
As Bloom approaches the bar, bearing a volume of cheap 
pornography for Molly, he passes numerous pawn shops and 
secondhand stores and windowshops at the opening of the 
chapter_: 
Bloowho went by by Moulang's pipes, bearing 
in his breast the sweets of sin, by Wine's 
antiques in memory bearing sweet sinful 
words, by Carroll's dusky battered plate, for 
Raoul. (Joyce 258 *) 
Later, Bloom ponders the prices of the miscellaneous junk 
in Lionel Marks's antique saleshop window. The entire 
chapter closes with Bloom gazing at "candlestick melodeon 
oozing maggoty blowbags" (290). Hugh Kenner notes how the 
setting of "Sirens" I 1S evocative of Joyce's style 
throughout the chapter: Here, 
..• unassorted junk has drifted together: 
brass bedsteads, statues of the Virgin, 
Turkish waterpipes, fenders, footstools, 
patriotic engravings, things that once had 
the power to summon forth feeling. { 
*Henceforth, all page references in brackets will refer to 
UlY!_se_!, by James Joyce. New York: Vintage Books, 1961. 
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Hence, seemingly, the decor of the 
chapter: an agglomeration of musical and 
verbal junk, some dusty, all higgledy-
piggledy on brilliant display. The 
musical effects are without 
exception banal... the verbal effects are 
correspondingly obvious, woven out of sad 
cliche: music's sweet charms, life's 
sadness, the valor of dead patriots, sounding 
brass that is gold no more. (Kenner 104) 
The relevance of this setting to the theme of 
"Sirens" is obvious. Bloom must acknowledge the fact that 
his romance with Molly is but an old memory. He has only 
his recollections, "antiques in memory" ·(258), of a happier 
time that he'll never.be able to retrieve. 
In fact, the subject of the chapter seems to be 
frustrated inaction. Bloom, walking across the Essex 
("Yes, sex") Bridge, muses about Martha's letter. He'd 
never have the courage to allow that extramarital affair to 
go beyond the love-letter stage, and so he must be content 
to dwell on his next letter, and not on the promise of a 
romantic or sexual rendezvous: "Two sheets cream vellum 
paper on reserve two envelopes when I was in Wisdom Hely's 
"-
' 
wise Bloom in Daly's Henry Flower bought" (263). But Bloom 
then spots Boylan entering the Ormond Bar, and short-lived 
courage rises in the breast of the yet-"unconquered hero" 
as he fancies confronting Boylan: "Follow. Risk it. Go 
quick. At four. Near now. Out" ( 2 6 4 ) • The panicky 
· staccato of Bloom's thoughts signals sudden motivation to 
act, to intercept the impending betrayal that seems to be 
6 
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Bloom's fate. Running into the rather bl
and Richie 
Goulding, though, gives Bloom a convenient exc
use to avoid 
the bar and Blazes but also allows him to "see 
(Boylan and] 
not be seen" (265) by sitting in the adjacent dining room. 
Bloom then sits, transfixed with grief, 
as 'Boylan, 
appropriately accompanied by the strains o
f "Goodbye, 
sweetheart, Goodbye," downs a drink and is "o
ff ... Boylan 
with impatience" {267) to seduce Molly: "He's off. Ligh
t 








From this point on, the patrons' words and 
songs 
remind Bloom that he is a dupe and a cuck
old, but he 
recognizes that his dilemma is universal. A
ll women, he 
concludes, easily fall prey to the lure of e
xtramarital 
games: "Brave, don't know their· danger. Call 
name. Touch 
water. Jingle jaunty. Too late. She longed to go. 
That's why. Woman. As easy stop t
he sea" (273). 
Meanwhile, he sups with Richie, then writes w
hat he knows 
is an insipid and insincere love letter to M
artha. Only 
when the sentimentality of "The Croppy Boy" 
gets on his 
already frayed nerves does Bloom escape abrup
tly from the 
sirensongs: "Get out before the end •.. " (286); "Glad 
I 
avoided" (287)--that is, he avoids the embarrassment o
f 
confronting those who have been talking about h
im (and who, 
themselves, would be embarrassed to find ou
t he'd heard 





just in time to pass wind; this task, too, is one o
f the 
few "Done" in Chapter Eleven. Resigned 
to the fact that 
his wife's affair has already been con
summated, Bloom 
farts, releasing the tension he experienc
ed inside the bar. 
"Freer in air. Music. Gets on your
 nerves" (288)--
especially when it's your wife's excu
se for arranging 
visits from younger, promiscuous men! 
The sound of Bloom's gas accompanies his
 errand to 
the post office and harmonizes with his
 thoughts and the 
patriot.ic toast to Dollard's rendition of
 "The Croppy Boy": 
"'Tis the last rose of summer Dollard lef
t Bloom felt wind 
wound round inside" (288). In the last
 three pages of 
"Sirens," all of these simultaneous a
ctivities become 
integrated in a kind of Grand Finale. 
The tunes of the 
rumbling stomach, of the piano, 
' singers, and of of the 
the narrator's comments on the situatio
n (the nature of 
which will be discussed later) all sound simultaneo
usly, in 
"exquisite contrast," as a fugal concordan
ce: 
-o, that must be the tuner, Lydia sa
id to 
Simonlionel first I saw, forgot it when h
e was here. 
Blind he was she told George Lidwell sec
ond I 
saw. And played so exquisitely, trea
t to hear. 
Exquisite contrast: bronzelid minagold. 
-Shout! Ben Dollar~ shouted, pouring. 
Sing 
out! 
-'lldo! cried Father Cowley. 
Rrrrrr. 
I feel I want ••• 
(289) 
"The croppy Boy" is but one of the five 
main song-
motifs in "Sirens." Each song has rele
vance to Bloom's 
8 
stream of consciousness and emotional state. Joyce alludes 
to popular songs and operas of his day, just as a novelist 
or poet might express an idea through allusion to the Bible 
or a commonly known classical myth. (No, I suppose the 
1 yr ics of these songs aren't "common know 1 edge," 
but ... well, it's his book.) 
I have to agree with Zack Bowen, who sees the main 
body of "Sirens" encompassing five principal songs: 
"Goodbye, Sweetheart, Goodbye," "Tutto e sciolto," and 
0 
"M'appari" are about the loss of a lover; "Love and War" 
deals with love and patriotism; and the theme·of "The 
Croppy Boy" is the betrayal of a country (or of a husband, 
in Bloom's case) (Bowen 53; all subsequent lyrics from 
Bowen). 
Boylan enters and exits from the bar to the tune of 
"Goodbye, sweetheart, Goodbye"; it is his theme song. Its 
lyrics are not being sung, but Joyce represents the tune by 
its lyrics 0 in italics. The line "A voiceless song sang 
from within ••• " (264) indicates the same. The lyrics--
The bright stars fade, the morn is breaking, 
The dewdrops pearl each bud and leaf, 
And I from thee my leave am taking 
With bliss too brief, with bliss, with bliss 
too brief. 
How sinks my heart with fond alarms, 
The tear is hiding in mine eye~(, 
For time doth tear me from thine arms, 
Goodbye, sweetheart, goodbye, 
Goodbye, sweetheart, goodbye, 
For time doth tear me from thine arms, 
9 
Goodbye, sweetheart, goodbye. 
The sun is up, the lark is soaring, 
Loud swells the song of chanticleer, 
The lev'ret bounds o'er earth's soft 
flow'ring, 
Yet I am here, yet I, yet I am here. 
For since night's gems from heav'n do fade, 
And morn to floral lips doth hie, 
I could not leave thee though I said 
Goodbye, sweetheart, goodbye, 
Goodbye, sweetheart, goodbye, 
I could not leave thee though I said 
Goodbye, sweetheart, goodbye. 
--tell the story of the singer leaving his lover, whereas, 
ironically, Boylan is going to seek his lover. Also, "To 
Flora's [sic] lips did [sic] ·hie" (266) is relevant only in 
that Boylan hies to "Mrs. Henry Flower's" lips. The second 
stanza may be more appropriately assigned to Bloom and his 
attitude toward Molly, because it is he who cannot leave 
her despite her unfaithfulness. Bowen also calls the 
significance of the song a "typically Joycean comic irony 
•.. the friendly natives in the Ormond [are] bidding goodbye 
to assignation-bound Boylan as the latter goes off for an 
afternoon of cuckoldry" (Bowen 166). 
Now seated with Richie at dinner, Bloom hears "Tutto 
e sciolto," an aria from Elvino's Sonnambula, played by 
-- --
Father Cowley: 
All is lost now, 
By all hope and joy am I forsaken, 
Nevermore can love awaken 





In the opera, the singer's beloved f iancee 
sleepwalks into the room of a stranger, who kindly leaves 
the young girl alone. But the singer finds his beloved 
there and denounces her, his misery voiced in the above 
aria. Here is where Bloom 
distracted, even misguided: 
in particular becomes 
he creates inaccurate 
analogies between his marital situation and the romantic 
tales in the Ormond singers' songs. To confuse matters 
even further, none of the music woven into this fugal 
chapter is tactfully chosen, according to Hugh Kenner 
(Kenner 4 3). In "All Is Lost Now," Bloom tries to place 
Molly in the role of the maiden in the ~onna~~ul~ story; 
Molly is no innocent girl who accidentally sleepwalks into 
trouble, however, and she will sleep with another man while 
Bloom ends up forgiving her: "Yes, all is lost" (271). 
The third love song at the Ormond concert is 
"M'appari" ("When First I Saw That Form Endearing"), from 
Flotow•s Martha: 
When first I saw that form endearing; 
Sorrow from me seem' d to depar.t: 
Each graceful look, each word so cheering 
Charm'd my eye and won my heart. 
Full of hope, and all delighted, 
None could feel more blest than I; 
All on Earth I then could wish for 
Was near her to live and die: 
But alas! •twas idle dreaming, 
And the dream too soon hath flown; 
Not one ray of hope is gleaming; 
I am lost, yet I am lost for she is gone. 
When first I saw that form endearing· 
Sorrow from me seem'd to depart! 
11 
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Each graceful look, each word so cheering 
Charm' d my eye and won by l1eart. 
Martha, Martha, I am sighing 
I am weeping still; for thee; 
Come thou lost one, 
Come thou dear one, 
Thou alone can'st comfort me: 
Ah Martha return! Come to me! 
p 
In the opera, the plot that precedes this aria is as 
follows: Lady Harriet, Queen Anne's maid of honor, 
disguises herself as Martha, a servant girl, and goes to a 
fair. There she ~eets Lionel, a wealthy farmer, who 
immediately falls in love with her. She escapes from the 
farm, though, and casts off her disguise. And Lionel, 
unable to locate her, laments with "M 'appari." Though, 
again, the story of Lionel and Martha and the story of 
Bloom and Molly are unalike, the song moves Bloom to 
despair, for Molly has, in a sense, abandoned him and left 
him helpless. 
The aria does prompt Bloom (now called "Lionel-
Leopold" to reinforce the association of the two 
character's plights) to think of the time when first he saw 
Molly. Thus, the song is bittersweet, for his happy 
memories quell his. present dismay: 
First night when first I saw her at Mat 
Dillongs in Terenure. Yellow, black lace she 
wore. Musical chairs. We two the last. 
Fate. After her. Fate. Round and round 
slow. Quick round. We two. All looked. 
Halt. Down she sat. All ousted looked. 
Lips laughing. Yellow knees. (275) 
12 
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"Love and War," a duet meant for tenor and bass, is 
next sung, in part, by Ben Dollard; the following is th~ 
last stanza, where the singers resolve the troubles of lo.v4!-
and war: 
(Bass and Tenor Together): 
Since Mars lov'd Venus, Venus Mars, 
Let's blend love's wounds with battle's scars, 
And call in Bacchus all divine, 
To cure both pains with rosy wine, 
To cure both pains with rosy, rosy wine. 
And thus, beneath his social sway, 
We'll sing and laugh the hours away ... 
Everyone in the bar subscribes to the advice of the third 
stanza, "calling in Bacchus all divine,/ To cure both pains 
with rosy wine." 
The theme of war is taken furthe1.· with "The Croppy 
Boy," a patriotic Irish ballad about betrayal of a country. 
Most of Ben Dollard's singing is omitted from the 
narration, which, instead, consists of a poetic 
paraphrasing of Bloom's interpretations of the song. The 
betrayal of the Croppy Boy links this ballad to the theme 
of betrayal in the love songs. The last stanza--
At Geneva Barrack that young man died 
And at Pa~ge they have his body laid. 
Good peoph'who live in peace and joy, 
Bre-~the a prayer and tear for the Croppy Boy. 
--is summed up by the narrator (and again, these words do 
not pass through Bloom's consciousness, but the images and 
emotion they evoke do): 
13 
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At Geneva barrack that young man died. 
At Passage wa_J3 his body laid. Dolor! o, he 
dolores! The voice of the mournful chanter 
called to dolorous prayer. (286) 
The narrator's phrases hark back to Miss Deuce's singing 
("-O, Idolores, queen of the eastern seas!" [261]) and 
connect the Croppy Boy's betrayal to the seductive Miss 
Douce and, consequently, to Molly, whose Moorish background 
and 11 Spanishy eyes" account for her exotic Eastern 
heritage. 
Joyce has, in fact, dubbed the experimental musical 
,, 
style of this chapter fuga per canonem (Ellmann 474). Fuga 
~~ cano~~~ is the sixteenth-century term for a fugue 
according to rule. The fugue is a contrapuntal musical 
composition in which a theme is introduced by one part, 
repeated by other parts, and subjected to complex 
development. The "rules" of the polyphonic melody of the 
' 
fuga per canone~, says Lawrence L. Levin, dictate that the 
initial voice (subject) be imitated, note by note, by 
another voice, the answer (13). (Later, the arranger will 
employ other innovative narrative techniques: gigantism in 
"Cyclops" and tumescence and detumescence in "Nausicaa. 11 ) 
But what of Joyce's musical training? To what 
extent was he capable of creating this intricate 
musical/literary chapter? Critics, including Lawrence L. 
Levin, David w. Cole, and Zack Bowen, have been compelled 
14 
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to explicate, in great detail, how each of the characters' 
voices has a specific musical function in the entire 
'1 orchestral arrangement of the chapter. 
James Joyce himself, had he not chosen literature, would {as all who have heard him sing are convinced) have make his mark as a singer ... The story of Joyce's abandonment of this career, much to the chagrin of his Italian teacher, who heard in him the promise of a future de Rezke, remains yet to be written. (Gilbert 241-242) 
The page and a half of fragmentary phrases at the 
chapter's opening are extracts from the narrative that 
follows. If, in fact, the chapter can be seen as a 
symphony or concert of sorts, its "introduction" may be a 
warming up of the musical voices before the performance 
starts. Bloom later thinks, 
What do they [women] think when they hear music? Way to catch rattlesnakes. Night Michael Gunn gave us the box. Tuning up. Shah of Persia liked that best. Remind him of home sweet home. Wiped his nose in curtain too. Custom his country perhaps. That's music too. Not as bad as itsounds. (284) 
His ideas reiterate Joyce's intention for his chapter to be 
regarded, on one level, • as music. (Even the sound of 
blowing one's nose is "musical.") More frequently, critics 
regard the introduction as an overture to the operatic 
"Sir~ns," though if the chapter were merely fugal, it would 
probably not begin with an overture (Bowen 52). Bowen and 
15 
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Gilbert also detect the use of Wagnerian leitmotifs in the 
narrative of the chapter; the leitmotif is the· 
representation of typical situations, characters' 
personalities, and recurring thematic ideas by musical 
motif: "Bronze by Gold," for instance, for Miss Douce and 
Miss Kennedy; "Jingle jingle jaunted jingling" (or 
<) 
variations thereof) for Blazes Boylan in his carriage. 
Another use of the leitmotifs is the repetition of bi ts and 
.-,., 
phrases of songs: "The Bloom is on the Rye," for Bloom; or 
"Goodbye, Sweetheart, Goodbye" for the deterioration of the 
Blooms' marriage. A selection of fragments of these main 
leitmotifs, plus bits of the narrative description found in 
the body of the chapter, comprises the overture. Joyce's 
overture is 
like overtures of some operas and operettas, 
in which fragments of the leading themes and 
refrains are introduced to prepare the 
hearer's mood and also to give him, when 
these truncated themes are completed and 
developed in their proper place, that sense 
of familiarity which, strangely enough, 
enhances for most hearers their enjoyment of 
a new tune .... The clipped phrases give as 
much pleasure relatively to the completed 
phrase as does the leitmotif. (Gilbert 243) 
Much of the narration is liberally spiced with 
staccato diction, alliteration, and onomatopoeia, which 
lend poetic form to prosaic circumstance. These are not 
words that pass through Bloom's consciousness, however. 
Though Bloom has some knowledge of music, he is no poet. 
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The narrative, enhanced by this poetic diction, describes 
the action and the noises in the bar and in the streets. 
We hear Blazes' carriage throughout the chapter, even long 
after he's gone: "Jingle jaunty." Lenehan is- "plappering 
flatly" (262) as he attempts, in vain, to catch Miss 
Deuce's attention. The newly-tuned piano begins to play: 
"A duodene of birdnotes chirruped bright treble answer 
under sensitive hands" (264); meanwhile, the "clock 
clacked" (265), a reminder for Bloom of the dreaded hour. 
Miss Douce, flirting with Boylan, performs a flirtatious 
game for him, snapping her garter against her thigh: 
"Smack. She let free sudden in rebound her nipped elastic 
garter smackwarm against her smackable woman's warmhosed 
thigh" (266). When it's Dollard's turn to play, his heavy 
touch--"He plumped him Dollard on the stool. His gouty 
paws plumped chords. Plumped stopped abrupt" (267)--is 
nearly as offensive to the ear as his mistakenly singing 
the treble part of nLove and War": "Over their voices 
Dollard bassooned attack, booming over bombarding chords ... 
(270). And, of course, not to be forgotten is Bloom's 
indigestion--"Rrr ... Rrrrrrsss" ( 2 8 7) --and his "longindying" 
fart: "Prrprr ... Fff. Oo. Rrpr ... Pprrpffrrppfff" (291). 
Staccato phrases punctuate the narrative, indicating 
emotional tension: "Bald deaf Pat brought quite f.lat pad 
ink. Pat set with ink pen quite flat pad. Pat took plate 
dish knife fork. Pat went" (278); Pat, we are reminded, 




serving Bloom and Richie rather rudely, slamming down their 
drinks, their plates, and the pad. (Bloom, considerate as 
ever, orders the drink that will be easiest for the waiter 
to serve--"Let me see. 
corns. . .Let me see. 
Not make him walk twice. His 
Cider. Yes, bottle of cider" 
[267].) And when their dinner is served, Bloom and Richie, 
too, "ate steak and kidney, steak then kidney, bite by bite 
of pie he.ate Bloom ate they ate" (269). Onomatopoetic 
narration and dialog are interwoven in the patrons' 
emotional response to Simon's song: "--Bravo! Clapclap. 
Goodman, Simon. Clappyclapclap. Encore! Clapclipclap. 
Sound as a bell. Bravo, Simon! Clapclopclap. Encore, 
enclap, said, cried, clapped all ..• " (276). Though it is 
out of Bloom's range of hearing, Boylan•s arrival at 7 
Eccles Street "knocks" on Bloom's mind: "One rapped on a 
door, one tapped with a knock, did he knock Paul de Kock, 
with a lorid proud knocker, with a cock carracarracarra 
cock. Cockcock" (282). None of these words pass through 
Bloom's mind, however. The incessant tension they evoke 
does. The blind piano tuner's walk, too, cannot be heard 
by anyone at the bar, but he approaches steadily, "Tap. 
Tap. Tap, 11 to retrieve his tuning fork. 
Alliterative prose further accentuates the 
characters' attitudes. Miss Kennedy hisses disgust with 
the old fogey in Boyd's, who, via his "greasy eyes" (260), 
is associated with Bloom ("GreaseaseaBloom"): "--Don't let 
18 
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me think of him or I'll expire ... She sipped distastefully 
her brew, hot tea, a sip, sipped sweet tea" (259). The 
narrator's description imitates the sound of Richie's 
artless whistling: "A low incipient note sweet banshee 
murmured all. A thrush. A throstle" (272). Expanded, 
augmented phrases become chords: Dollard's voice as he 
sings "The Croppy Boy" is a "Croak of vast manless moonless 
womoonless marsh" (283). 
The narrative diction includes a variety of musical 
terms and musical puns as well. After Miss Douce "tapped a 
measure of gold whiskey from her crystal keg" (261), Simon 
Dedalus "blew through the flue [of his pipe] two husky 
fifenotes" (261). Showing off in vain, Lenahan gets "No 
glance of Kennedy rewarding him he yet made overtures. To 
mind her stops" (262). Bloom silently sympathizes with 
Richie's back pain: "Backache he [ i.e. 'back A key']" 
(272). His jealousy of Boylan is evident when he 
attributes Boylan's popularity with women to his singing 
voice: "Tenors get women by the score" (274). Many other 
such double entendres can be found throughout "Sirens." The 
point is that these musical puns are intentional and meant 
to enhance our appreciation of the chapter as a musical 
composition. 
The arranger, not Bloom, is responsible for the 





the longindying call of the tuning fork, or the word 
"Blmstup" in place of "Bloom stood up"), and for the 
musical passages that dramatize the effect of the 
situation on the characters. The following "arrangement" 
exemplifies variations on a theme--that of sad, sauntering, 
twining of gold hair: 
Miss Kennedy sauntered sadly from 
bright light, twining a loose hair behind an 
ear. Sauntering sadly, gold no more, she 
twisted twined a hair. Sadly she twined in 
sauntering gold hair behind a curving ear. 
(258) 
The repetition suggests Miss Kennedy's melancholy pacing 
back and forth, her wishful thinking, her overdramatizing 
the hopelessness of her fate as a woman: 11 --It' s them 
[men] has the fine times, sadly then she said" (258). 
("Eveline," in Dubliners, portrays a similar yvung woman.) 
The narrator reiterates the young women's longing for 
romantic adventure as they strain to hear the viceregal' s 
carriage pass their windows: "Yes, bronze from anear, by 
gold from afar, heard steel from anear, hoofs ring from 
afar, and heard steelhoofs ringhoof ringsteel"(258). 
As Simon sings the emotional "M'appari," his voice 
takes on qualities of a climax that rapes the vulnerable 
Bloom, assuring him that to get Molly back is only "idle 
dreaming" : "Tenderness it welled: slow, swelling. Full 
it throbbed. That's the chat. Ha~give! Take! Throb, a 
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orgiastic language, sloppy and gushing, tells of Bloom's 
being overwhelmed--even overmastered--by the song, the 
music, and his own desperation: 
Bloom. Flood of warm jimjam lickitup 
secretness flowed to flow in music out, in 
desire, dark to lick flow, invading. Tipping 
her tepping her tapping her topping her. 
Tup. Pores to dilate dilating. Tup. The 
joy the feel the warm the. Tup. To pour 
o'er sluices pouring gushes. Flood, gush, 
flow, joygush, tupthrop. Now! Language of 
love. (274) 
Anxiety roused, Bloom imagines that the consummation of 
Molly's affair is taking place at this moment. 
sings, "Come! 11 : 
It soared, a ;bird, it held its flight, 
a swift pure cry, soar silver orb it leaped 
serene, speeding, sustained, to come, don't 
spin it out too long long breath long life, 
soaring high, high resplendent, aflame, 
crowned, high in the effulgence symbolistic, 
high, of the ethereal bosom, high, of the 
high vast irradiation everywhere all soaring 
all around about the all, the 
endlessnessnessness. . .. (275-6) 
Simon 
The narrator's extended description, his repetition of 
phrases, and his trilling extension of "endlessness," all 
mirror the singer's long-held note and Molly's climax 
(which Bloom is presently imagining). "Siopold!" (276) is 
the culmination of the merging of identities of Simon 
Dedalus, the singer, Lionel, the betrayed lover in Martha, 
and Leopold Bloom, the truly betrayed lover . 
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Still, some narrative passages, somehow distant from 
the plot or even from the fuga per canone~ technic, can be 
interpreted only as comment from an omniscient ("nail-
paring?") narrator/artist--comment on the Dublin plot or on 
the narrative itself. We detect a certain wry sarcasm in 
the interjection of "Four o'clock's all's well!" (289) into 
Bloom's train of tnought as he steps out into the street; 
Bloom himself is not capable of such joking at this point. 
Earlier, the narrator's, "Bloowho went by by Moulang's 
pipes, bearing in his breast the sweets of sin ... " ( 2 58), a 
passage confusing becapse of the repetition of the word 
"by," begins with baby-talk--"Boohoo went bye-bye"--in mock 
pity of the soon-to-be cuckolded man. Miss Kennedy's 
comment on the viceregal 's wife's outfit, "--Exquisite 
contrast" (257), appears later, again sarcastically, as the 
narrator's remark about Miss Deuce's change in diction 
here: 
--Most aggravating that young brat is. If he 
doesn't conduct himself I'll wring his ear for him a 
yard long. 
~~~Y!!~~ !~ ~~g~!~!te ~2~~rast. (258, my italics). 
He laughs at Lenahan's Pavlovian reaction to Miss Deuce's 
sonnez la cloche: 
----
Traine~ ~ ~~~er. 
"--La cloche! cried gleeful Lenehan. 
No sawdust there" (266, my italics). 
-- ---- - -- -
And he agrees with Miss Douce when she says to Simon 
Dedalus, 11 --0 go away .... y·ou•re very simple, I don't think" 
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( 2 61) : "!!! ~~.!'' (261, my italics). And he responds to 
Bloom's "Wish they'd sing more. Keep my mind off" (280): 
Bald Pat who is bothered mitred the napkins. 
Pat is a waiter hard of his hearing. Pat is a 
waiter who waits while you wait. Hee hee hee hee. 
He waits while you wait. He hee. A waiter is he. 
Hee hee hee hee. He waits while you wait. While 
you wait if you wait he will wait while you wait. 
Hee hee hee hee. Hoh. Wait while you wait. (280) 
Only this narrator can be held responsible for the guffaw 
accompanying Boylan to his assignation: "Horn. Have you 
the? Horn. Have you the? Haw haw horn" (270). 
The sirensongs distract Bloom from his misery but 
remind him of it as well. And Joyce's sirensong, that is, 
his highly stylistic musical technique, distracts us from 
the Bloomsday plot, directs us to recognize that style--the 
author's performance--is most important in !!1Y!Se~. Even 
Bloom knows the essence of the art of persuasion: "That's 
what good salesman is. Make you buy what he wants to sell" 
[290]. So does Stephen: "Local colour. Work in all you 
' 
know. Make them accomplices" [ 18 8]. 
"J.oyce's .sirensong," so to speak, is his narrative 
technique, which, as said before, changes drastically in 
... 
"Sirens." Kenner perceives two narrators in Ulysses: the 
Vivid Narrator, who narrates the action of the plot 
proper yet compromises his honesty with some omission of 
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malicious figure. • • a counterpart of the fate that 
presides over the universe of farce .•. Objectivity, so 
\ 
naively taken for ultimate truth, was a game he 
1 t d II 1nven e ••• (Kenner 75). Meanwhile, the Vivid narrator 
provides us with unadulterated snips of Bloom's (and 
Stephen's) inner monologue. It seems that the narration of 
the plot proper (the story of Bloom and the others in the 
Ormond Bar) of Ulysses is a plot in itself; its characters 
include the Vivid Narrator, the reader, the Second 
Narrator, and Joyce. "[The Second Narrator] is letting us 
know that he is there, and that he will not necessarily 
remain content to serve the needs of the narrative •.. No, 
he is reading the narrative, and reserves the privilege of 
letting us know what he thinks of it" (Kenner 7 5). There 
is a progressive establishment of a relationship among the 
Vivid Narrator, the Second Narrator, and the reader in the 
"Sirens" chapter. 
Yet can we call any of these voices omniscient? And 
if we do, do we fall prey to the tendency to misinterpret 
so prevalent among the Dubliners we've encountered? In 
~!Y~~~~' even the narrators assume roles: the Second 
Narrator is a usurper of the action of the book as well as 
an authoritative voice putting forth the story line. 
Kenner sees a similarity between the audience's need to 
understand the characters and their motives in Dubliners 
and our need to differentiate the narrative attitudes in 
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UlY!_se~. A character's actions and words point up his 
nature, but only language reveals the motive of the 
narrator. The Second Narrator, in particular, acts like a 
character: he assumes certain roles that can be identified 
only through his narrative attitude. Meanwhile, the Vivid 
. 
Narrator gives an edited version of Bloom's train of 
thought, thus assuming the role of editor. 
I intend to examine the interrelationships between 
the narrators and the readers and hope to establish a new 
"layer" of plot in the "Sirens" episode. The theme of 
Chapter Eleven, according to critical consensus, I 1S 
betrayal--primarily, betrayal of Bloom by Molly, but 
secondarily, betrayal of the audience by the affectation of 
the narrators. The action of the plot proper is inaction; 
Bloom avoids confrontation with harsh reality. But what is 
the nature of the action involving the narrators and the 
audience? Henceforth, I will refer to this action as the 
narrative action. 
Like Odysseus in Homer's .Q!!Y~~~y, Bloom avoids the 
sirensongs--the songs and dialog of the Ormond musicians, 
which remind him that he's being betrayed by Molly, the 
woman in whom he's had longlasting trust. The moment she 
communes sexually with another man, "all is lost." 
Similarly, the reader is betrayed by what was once a 
single, reliable narrative voice. That voice has now 
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become more than one voice, and, consequently, the 
seemingly random integration of the new voices tricks us. 
Without question, "Sirens" (actually, the entire book) 
appears enigmatic on first reading. Who's telling us to 
"Begin!" (257)? Who asks, "But Bloom?" (259) within the 
narrative of the barmaids' conversation? And whom is he 
asking, anyway? There are those who disdain the convoluted 
and complex allusions in both Ulysses and Finnegans ~ake: 
our understanding of these works requires "companion study" 
texts. Joyce most likely anticipated such a response to 
his novels; yet in incorporating a vast store of often 
obscure allusions into his work, he may well have had the 
last laugh when it came to critical response. Countless 
dissertations, books, and articles are devoted to 
cataloguing this chapter's musical allusions and to 
enumerating the possible sources of those allusions (or 
distortions of allusions), as I have just done. I doubt 
that the intricacy with which such references must be 
researched was a matter of poor planning on Joyce's part, 
however. He deliberately uses these obscure allusions to 
occupy the meticulous critical reader. In short, we may 
tend to divert our attention from a larger problem, the new 
Narrative Voice, to confront the purely academic task of 
researching the origins of Joyce's allusions, as I have 
just done at the beginning of this paper. 






very least, merely trying to differentiate the Vivid 
Narrator from the Second Narrator, we become preoccupied 
with seeking some kind of "hidden meaning" in the Dublin 
plot. But Brook Thomas reminds us that the tale of the 
telling is as important as the telling of the tale: 
The tale of the telling. . . is self-
consciously created by Joyce. Yet as we 
have seen, one of its most important 
functions is to draw attention to the way in 
which Uly~ses creates a world out of words. 
It is through the tale of the telling that we 
are invited to pay attention to the book's 
language, including its reflexivity. Thus, 
the tale of the telling ultimately comes to 
include even the play of language not 
consciously "intended" by Joyce. (Thomas 20) 
We must be ready, then, to accept a change in the 
meaning of Joyce's words according to our expectations; 
that is, we can read "Sirens" in light of the Dublin plot, 
of the permeation of that episode with music, or of the 
variety of narrative attitudes in the chapter. I have 
explored the first two options. Now let's examine the 
third. 
The voice of the Second "malicious" Narrator works as 
both a filter and a clarifier through which we view Joyce's 
attitude toward his text and how his audience will accept 
it. The overture of "Sirens" begins appropriately, 
mockingly, with "IMPERthnthn thnthnthn" {256). He orders 
us to snap to attention as his narrative commences: 
"Begin!" (257). As we watch Miss Douce and Miss Kennedy 
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"draw their teas," this narrator (the Arranger) inserts 
reminders that we are not to forget our hero, Bloom. His 
interjection "But Bloom?" (259) harks back to the style of 
the narration of a banal serial drama. The implicatiion, 
then, is that this hour is the very height of melodrama--we 
can almost hear the organ chord singing suspense--and, 
consequently, that the plot of ~!Y!!!.! is no more 
substantial than that of any third-rate romantic comedy. 
To call attention to himself, the Second narrator 
questions, and verifies, his own indefinite pronoun 
references in the following passage: · 
Upholding the lid he (who?) gazed in the 
coffin (coffin?) at the oblique triple 
(piano!) wires. He pressed (the same who 
pressed indulgently her hand), soft pedalling 
a triple of keys to see the thicknesses of 
felt advancing, to hear the muffled 
hammerfall in action. (263) 
His doing so allows us a glimpse of the author's "muffled 
hammerfall in action"--the shadowy narrative attitude. It 
is an attitude haughtier, more condescending than that of 
an omniscient voice; yet it is human and therefore!~!! 
than omniscient. 
The tuningfork sounds, and at once this narrator 
addresses us directly: "You hear? It throbbed, pure, 
purer, softly and softlier, its buzzing prongs. Longer in 
dying call" (264). Pay attention, dear reader, he says. 
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The tuningfork, "hon,e key" among the profusion of sounds, 
rings true, resounds, and marks his effort as "art" 
according to Thomas Aquinas's definition of beauty in art: 
"three things are needed for beauty: wholeness, harmony 
and radiance." And proving to us just how radiant his 
narration truly is, he repeats (from the fourth section, 
"Calypso") his unforgettable catalog of Bloom's culinary 
favorites: "Leopold cut liverslices. As said before he 
ate with relish the inner organs, nutty gizzards, fried 
cods' roes •.. " (269); and again, a bit impatiently, almost 
testily, "Bloom ate liv as said before" (271). 
Yet he realizes that his prose may pose difficulties 
for us and accordingly clarifies the following with 
exasperated condescension: 
Goulding, a flush struggling in his 
pale, told Mr Bloom, face of the night, Si in 
Ned Lambert's, Dedalus' house, sang 'T~~~ 
rank and fame. 
He, Mr-Bloom, listened while he, Richie 
Goulding, told him, Mr Bloom of the night he, 
Richie, heard him, Si Dedalus, sing 'T~~~ 
rank~~~!~~~ in his, Ned Lambert's house. 
(277) 
The Second Narrator is considerate enough to drop a 
few hints about our understanding of Joyce's task as 
author. These hints appear "muffled" within the text, 
often operating concurrently as a character's dialog or his 
,. 
stream of consciousness. "Get it out in bits" (271), 
perhaps, is Joyce's golden rule. The possibility of 
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assigning one specific meaning to any passage "Is lost. 
[Instead, we must expect] Rich sound. Two notes in one 
there" (272). What, then, should the reader focus on? 
"Words? Music? No: it's what's behind" (244). Rather, 
"It's in the silence you feel you hear. Vibrations" (277); 
in other words, "listen" to the narrator's intentional 
omissions and his resonant diction. 
.... 
As for the musical prose, "Numbers it is. All music 
[and, therefore, prose] when you come to think •.. 
Musemathematics. And you think you're listening to the 
ethereal" (278). Bloom ponders the nature of music while 
we are alerted to the nature of Joyce's prose: "Want to 
listen sharp. Hard. Begin all right: then hear chords a 
bit off: feel lost a bit. In and out of sacks over 
barrels through wirefences, obstacle race. Time makes the 
tune" (278). The reader m.ay "feel lost" as he works his 
way through Joyce's "obstacle race," but the musical prose 
is "All a kind of attempt to talk" (258). our usurping 
narrator undercuts the function of his words as clarifiers 
in an ingenious play on the expression of Bloom's thought 
and of our own reaction to Joyce's sirensongs: "Unpleasant 
when it stops because you never know exac" (288). 
No, we don't know, exactly, when Bloom's stream of 
consciousness melds into the Second- Narrator's self-
conscious eval~ation of his own words here: 
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Instruments. A blade of grass, shell of 
her l1ands, then blow. Even comb and 
tissuepaper you can knock a tune out of. • . 
I suppose each kind of trade made its own, 
don't you see? Hunter with a horn. Haw. 
Have you the? Cloche. Sonnez la! Shepherd 
his pipe. Policeman a whistle. Locks and 
keys. (289) 
Writers use words as instruments (i.e. "Haw. Have you the?" 
or "Sonnezlacloche! "). But who uses locks? Keys? All is 
lost now. 
Except that the chapter • 1S finite; Molly's 
adultery, the mailing of the loveletter, the passing of 
wind--and the musical, enigmatic narrative--all are "Done" 
(291). Joyce's second golden rule may have been "don't 
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